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Motif utilisé Couleurs principalesAFRICA
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In June 1994, Nelson Mandela described the promising landscape of the new Africa 
as follows: "We must face the question squarely: where there is something wrong 
with the way we govern ourselves, the fault does not come from the other but 
from ourselves; it is that we are ill  governed. "
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Motif utilisé Couleurs principales
AFRICA, Political Situation

Most African countries refer to themselves as being democratic 
and have leaders who are elected by the majority of the citizens.

The majority of the countries have presidential form of government 
and the presidents are the ‘defacto’ rulers of the countries.

The average voter turnout in most places in Africa is 66%.

Elections in Africa have been characterized by voter buying by the 
political leaders although this situation is fast changing. 

In the media, Africa is portrayed as the hotbed of conflicts. This is 
however not a representation of the situation in Africa as civil conflicts 
in Africa have been on the decline in the last five years. 
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Motif utilisé Couleurs principales
AFRICA: Economy

After a slowdown in recent years, growth is returning to Africa (with projections 
of 3.1 percent growth in 2018, and 3.6 percent in 2019-20). 

Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Tanzania (East Africa) are growing at over 6 percent. 
Senegal and Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana and Guinea to a certain extent, are powering 
through growth with improved performance as well.

These positive growth trends are based on two assumptions that are not 
guaranteed: First, commodity prices will rise or remain stable.  Second, African 
countries will accelerate and deepen macroeconomic and structural reforms.

On the demand side, domestic demand was the main driver of last year's 
growth, reflecting a rebound in consumer spending as inflation moderated.
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Motif utilisé AFRICA: Society

None of Africa’s problems is beyond the means and resources within the 
continent. What has largely lacked is proper policy making and implementation.

Healthcare, security, political stability, and development projects are all affected 
by poor governance.

Corruption is endemic to the way of life in much of Africa. The effect has been 
great inequalities.

There is a surge of unemployment especially among the youth. This in turn 
contributes to lower family incomes with many dependents, crime due to 
joblessness and a host of other social issues.

Population Growth: While the average world fertility rate is 2.5 children per 
woman, in Africa it is 4.7 children per woman

Insecurity is rampant in Africa hindering progress at national and regional levels 
and scaring away FDI.  
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AFRICA: Energy
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Africa’s energy potential is enormous, yet only a fraction of it is being currently employed



Motif utilisé Couleurs principales
AFRICA: Education

The lack of access to reliable electricity sources is a major impediment to both 
the process of industrialization and human development in African countries.

Education and training are among the major challenges facing Africa in the 
coming years. 

given the resources and capacities available, and despite major efforts in 
education, most African countries have not always achieved the desired 
performance.

Barely 32% of young Africans have access to secondary education and 
university studies (compared to 50% of access to primary education). 

A paradigm shift in this education system is needed to allow, on the one hand, 
the necessary match between training and jobs and, on the other hand, the 
development of academic and scientific research adapted to Africa.
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Presentation of 
AABS
What is it all about?

Association of African 
Business Schools
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Motif utilisé AABS in a 
NutshellAABS mission is to  encourage  its 

members to contribute in  helping  
A f r i c a  g r o w  a n d  b e c o m e  m o r e 
inclusive through quality responsible 
business and management education.

Through its Accreditation System, 
AABS ambit ions  to become the 
reference of  Integrity, Excellence and 
Col laborat ion for  i ts  members , 
associates, and partners.

AABS values are:
•  Integrity,
•  Inclusiveness, 
• Collaboration, 
• Responsibility, 
• Excellence 11



New Visual Identity
•       New Logo,                            
•       New PPT templates,
•       New Business Cards,
•      Complete Revamp of Insight AABS News Letter
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New Website platform AABS 3.0 (Complete Revamp)

•        An Accreditation dedicated page and an embedded form 
•        A Newly reviewed membership embedded form
•        A new Career page  as a free service for AABS members
•        A French Website to cater Francophone Africa
•         A full member platform for each member school
•         A dedicated page for Mission, Vision, and Values of AABS
•         A pre and post events page
•         A registration form with a feedback system built into it.

Reinvention of/at 
AABS AABS is living a transition period where the old is juxtaposed to the new

.

.
 

A new Mission, Vision, and Values



Motif utilisé Couleurs principales
Impact of AABS on 
African Business 
Schools SCHOOLSAABS has been catalyzing and impacting African 

Business Schools for over 13 years now by 
offering a platform to all its stakeholders to 
reflect on their offerings, share their experiences 
and best practices, and develop collaborations 
and partnerships to advance business and 
management education in Africa.  Through its 
various activities, the wide network of member 
schools as well  as academic and corporate 
partners, get a stage to exchange ideas, discover 
novel  opportunit ies ,  reacquaint  with  o ld 
colleagues, and meet new ones.
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AABS Accreditation System-Accresys



Motif utilisé 
Measuring Impact of African 

Business School through Accresys

Standard 10: Impact on Africa
 
The school makes an impact in line with its aspirational mission and 
vision statement. It is a role model in sustainable, responsible and 
innovative practices that meet the needs of its stakeholders, and in so 
doing contributes to advancing the African continent. This is 
demonstrated by concrete activities through which the school 
members have positively influenced business and economic practices 
in Africa
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Motif utilisé 
Measuring Impact of African 

Business School through Accresys
What makes Accresys different is that we have a 
mission in making sure the impact reaches, not only the 
immediate community in which business schools serve, 
but to the greater African continent.
 
Accresys embedded “mentoring” as part  of the 
standards.  It encompasses a huge cultural component 
w h i c h  s h a p e s  t h e  w a y  t h e  a s s e s s m e n t  o f  t h e 
accreditation materials happens. 

Although measuring impact could be the same across all 
the international accreditation systems (we are one of 
them), the purpose of each is completely different. Our 
p u r p o s e  i s  t o  a d v a n c e  t h e  A f r i c a n  c o n t i n e n t 
economically, socially, among many other factors. 16



Motif utilisé 
Measuring Impact of African 

Business School through Accresys
ACCRESYS  

     Academic, education impact which may include: 
 Student research
 Learning outcomes measures
 Career success of graduates
 Feedback from graduates-hiring organizations

     Research centers/activities impact
 Academic (pedagogic development, practice oriented)
 Non-academic (this would be measured according to each school’s mission. 

For example, if their mission/strategy emphasizes the responsible business 
and entrepreneurship themes, then impact must follow through)

17

     Practice/Community Impact
 Influential media citations
 Faculty consulting
 Publications in practitioners’ journals
 Research income
 Presentations, publications and workshops
 Policy influence



Motif utilisé 
Measuring Impact of African 

Business School through Accresys
ACCRESYS
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Practice Oriented Impact
•  # of research reports/technical reports/policy brief reports
• Specific reports with impact
• # of media appearances by school faculty
• Media coverage of school research
• # of African related-theme seminars organized with # of attendees
• School faculty on different practice/professional boards

Pedagogic development
# of case studies on Africa
Special awards
# of case studies  coauthored with students
Most used case studies
Effort to disseminate cases
Quality cases (# of workshop, # attendees…)



Motif utilisé Couleurs principales
The Three main  

families of Soft Skills
Soft is harder than Hard
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Motif utilisé Couleurs principalesConcluding Remarks

BS from around the world are in a shifting industry and we at, AABS 
staff and board members, have to move quickly and reinvent 
ourselves
Through the newly launched AABS Accreditation system coined as 
Accresys, AABS should look at how within the BS the pedagogy, the 
students and the faculty are coping with the new realities of Africa and 
the world.  
AABS Accresys should help African BS stay ahead of change by becoming 
more pro-active and agile.

AABS needs to work on Business Education Alliances to improve Business 
and Management Education

African Business Schools need to stay connected to practitioners who 
can keep them informed and work with them if they need to adjust 
their curricula to meet the needs of industry.
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Motif utilisé Couleurs principalesThank you for 
listening

A Chorus from legendary Bob 
Marley ’s Redemption Song: 
“Emancipate ourselves from 
m e nta l  s l a v e r y ;  N o n e  b u t 
ourselves can free our mind”
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